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About This Game

Endzeit is an action survival shooter, with a focus on immersion, gunplay and freedom. Players have to cleanse the game world
of hundreds of roaming robots (sleepers) while fighting together or against each other.

Story:
A military project called the "Super Trooper" was meant to accelerate the outcome of the war and save millions of soldier's

lives. They where humanoid fighting robots designed to be cheaply produced in masses, with thick armor plates, a self
destructive explosive charge and capable of carrying heavy weapons and ammunitions. After years of massive losses on the

enemy side they started to deploy radar trailers in an attempt to disturb the robots communication systems. Being cut off from
the master computer, the Super Troopers entered a fail safe state, waiting in place to receive new orders while attacking

anything that came too close, not able to distinguish between friend, foe or civilian.

Key Features:
-Satisfying gunplay

-Minimal HUD
-Vehicles

-Variety of different weapons and tools
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Bought game worked for awhile, then stopped. Waste of money.. GOOD MATH FRIEND
. Very enjoyable twist on a puzzle platformer.
Whimsical comics with gorey-kills and doesn't hold back.
Manifest items and changes in the world through activating words that no only help you, but tell you the story as you go along. I
beat the game, and found it to be a very enjoyable experience (I bought during a sale).
I'm not a person who likes puzzles, finding myself getting frustrated and giving up prematurely.
This one while I did put the game down when I felt I couldn't get through a puzzle, opening it up with a fresh mind to try again
always led to success - and it appears from the achievements there are multiple ways to solve some of the puzzles.
I found the story to be gripping, with sufficient twists that was unforseen.
 while it would have been nice to see him become king, or to see the other guy who helped you become king, at the end, since
you grab the crown, that would've been nice
Great play, worth your time.. Oh yeah probably one of the best outfits in the whole game cool yo. The game was kinda meh
until the last level which is close to impossible I never managed to beat it, honestly (but apparently, it is "possible"). Short, blend
and because of that difficulty on the last level: NO.. Like the incredible machine series games, but with the Rube Goldberg
twist. It isnt as complicated or long as those games but still okay.

Bought it on sale for less than $2 and it was about 2 hours of entertainment, so I would say 5\/10.
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For the price they ask you to pay, it is an ok game. It is a great foundation for a mini put game that if the creator continues to
work on it, they could have a great game one day.

Pros:
-Walking around is cool
-I like the visuals
-Ok course design

Cons:
- Controls are wonky
EDIT 2: controls are better! almost perfect!
-"Pause Menu" is just terrible. None of the elements make any sense together
EDIT: Pause menu is no longer terrible. Just a bit weird.
  - Note to developer: the sound sliders are a neat idea but dont really work.. Same as before only more like someone who only
knows American pop culture from a Bitish guy who likes movie trivia.
Thumbs up!. Fifth in the series (as far as I can tell), a museum security guard accidentally triggers a magical artifact causing
Fimbulwinter in the Lost Lands. As the Chosen One, you are summoned there to try and reverse the curse.

Exciting plot, challenging HO scenes, and fun minigames await. Get it in the bundle.. Okies, this game isn't for everyone, it has
a simple quirky nature to it which some peeps may find annoying or way too simple, but if you're a casual gamer who likes
something a little different and not too fussed on fancy graphics or thrills, then this may be for you.

It's quirky, fun, simple, silly, easy and yes somewhat low budget, but it's alright in it's way. :). Bruh, it wasn't even worth $0.99
when it was on 75% sale. Unless you're rolling in it and cant be bothered with other games! This game is a lot like the countless
free flash games on the internet. It was worth the 2 hours but after that it isn't worth $3.99.
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